
Create a family routine.  No need to make a rigid schedule but try to set a daily routine
that can work for your family.  Check out my family’s “Super Day” chart as an example.
Have an area where the kids can work.  Mine is the kitchen table so I can keep an eye on
both kids while doing my own work.
Organize all the materials.  Create folders, files, book baggies, pencilbox, etc. and put
them in a bin to keep everything in one place.
Create a workboard.  Displaying the children’s daily work task might make it easier for
them to see what they must accomplish without too many meltdowns and fights.
Do the more rigorous and challenging work in the morning when the kids are more
focused.  Again, anything to avoid meltdowns and fights!

Hello Room 19 families!  We have officially completed the first week of Flexible Learning and
I’m going to be completely honest… This has been a challenge!  Many of us are working from
home, teaching our children, cooking all meals, cleaning the house, and basically making
sure everyone is alive.  Here are some tips/suggestions that I found useful (trying to blend
the classroom and home together).  Use whatever might work with your family.  Remember,
there is no right or wrong answer.  Just know that we will all be okay!

As parents, we wish to have more family time and life to slow down.  Well… it’s happening! Let
us take this time to enjoy each other.  There will be yelling and fighting.  Then apologizing
and cuddling.  Then more yelling and fighting.  And more apologizing and hugging.  Finally,
one day this will all be a memory so enjoy the time we have now.
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